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The ultimate SR-71 book which profiles the history, development, manufacture, modification, and

active service of all 50 models in the SR-71 program. At the height of the Cold War in 1964,

President Johnson announced a new aircraft dedicated to strategic reconnaissance. The Lockheed

SR-71 Blackbird spy plane flew more than three-and-a-half times the speed of sound--so fast that

no other aircraft could catch it. Above 80,000 feet, its pilots had to wear full-pressure flight suits

similar to what was used aboard the space shuttle. Developed by the renowned Lockheed Skunk

Works, the SR-71 was an awesome aircraft in every respect. It was withdrawn from use in 1998,

when it was superseded by satellite technology. Twelve of the thirty-two aircraft were destroyed in

accidents, but none were ever lost to enemy action. Throughout its thirty-four-year career, the

SR-71 was the world's fastest and highest-flying operational manned aircraft. It set world records for

altitude and speed: an absolute altitude record of 85,069 feet and an absolute speed record of

2,193.2 miles per hour. The Complete Book of the SR-71 Blackbird covers every aspect of the

SR-71's development, manufacture, modification, and active service from the insider's perspective

of one of its pilots and is lavishly illustrated with more than 400 photos. Former pilot and author

Richard Graham also examines each of the fifty planes that came out the SR-71 program (fifteen

A-12s; three YF-12s; and thirty-two SR-71s) and tells each plane's history, its unique specifications,

and where each currently resides.
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"The Complete Book of the SR-71 Blackbird is impressive with its illustrations and imagery



beginning with the cover and end pages--it fits into the coffee table size category though it is far

from unwieldy. Thankfully, many illustrations are larger than previously published for better

understanding. Graham's writing and intimacy with the SR-71 complement the images, many

unseen in previous publications (a favorite is small icicles dangling from the chines of a Blackbird),

wit h his experience and authorship." - Travel for Aircraft "The Complete Book of the SR-71

Blackbird will become THE reference book on this fantastic aircraft." - Airsoc.com"This spectacular

book is an absolute 'must have' for all fans of the SR-71 Blackbird or, indeed, the world of

supersonic flight. A veteran pilot on the type, the author has put an immense amount of care into

this book but at no time does he shift the emphasis on to himself. The book is a celebration of

American know-how and the can-do spirit of the US military and I will have to drop my guard here

and say that the thing is awesome from cover to cover." - WarHistoryOnline.com

A veteran of fifteen years of assignments within the SR-71 community, Colonel Richard H. Graham

is uniquely qualified to tell the Blackbird&#039;s story. Crew member, instructor pilot, chief of the

standardization/evaluation division, Colonel Graham was named SR-71 Squadron Commander, 1st

Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron, in January 1981. A command pilot with more than 4,600

military flying hours, he has earned military decorations and awards including the Legion of Merit,

Distinguished Flying Cross with three oak leaf clusters, Air Medal with eighteen oak leaf clusters, Air

Force Commendation Medal, Air Force Outstanding Unit Award with "V" device and one oak leaf

cluster, Air Force Organizational Excellence Award, Combat Readiness Medal with one oak leaf

cluster, National Defense Service Medal, Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal, Vietnam Service

Medal with four service stars, Republic of Vietnam Gallantry Cross with palm, and the Republic of

Vietnam Campaign Medal. Colonel Graham&#039;s books on the SR-71 include SR-71 Revealed:

The Inside Story and SR-71 Blackbird: Stories, Tales and Legends. He lives in Plano, Texas.

I just received this book from , and I have to say that I was absolutely overwhelmed. It's a beautiful,

glossy, coffee-table book that includes a history of the SR-71 program and all the variants, and a

history of every airframe built for the program. All of the many photographs are excellently

reproduced. But the book is not just photographs, it contains a large amount of information-filled,

well-written text. There are stories from the pilots, descriptions of overseas operations at Mildenhall

and Kadena, a description of a typical flight (the author flew the Blackbird), and much more. This

book is a terrific value at the price, a wonderful addition to my aerospace collection, and I absolutely

recommend it to all fans of the world's fastest jet.



This is the quintessential book on the SR-71 Blackbird - the most amazing aviation technical

achievement of the 20th century.Of course there is a lot of information that an SR aficionado has

already read but the photos are quite amazing and some appear newly published. High quality

paper and binding - for the money quite the bargain. Highly detailed the book balances the

technological with the human aspect of this incredible machine. Recommended for anyone

interested in the SR-71.The only problem with the book is that it is very heavy and large but

curiously the text font is pretty small.

This is the quintessential book on the SR-71 Blackbird - the most amazing aviation technical

achievement of the 20th century.Of course there is a lot of information that an SR aficionado has

already read but the photos are quite amazing and some appear newly published. High quality

paper and binding - for the money quite the bargain. Highly detailed the book balances the

technological with the human aspect of this incredible machine. Recommended for anyone

interested in the SR-71.The only problem with the book is that it is very heavy and large but

curiously the text font is pretty small.

Outstanding book! There are stories and pictures in there that I had never seen and I consider

myself to be somewhat knowledgable on this aircraft. This would be a great gift for that one friend of

yours that's into Ferrari's, jets and is somewhat of an Eliteist. All photos are high quality and the

book is generally laid out very professionally. Not a cheapo museum flipper but an honest to God

documentary in HD you can have in your computer room. Highly Recommended

Stunning. Cool to find out that the SR-71 that's is nearest to me at Robins Flight Museum was one

of the last to fly and holds the ultimate speed record. It evens includes a list of every single pilot that

ever flew an SR-71. Kelly Johnson's mantra of 'if it looks good, it will fly' is encapsulated in this

plane.

Great read with amazing photos and technical revelations as to the history and performance of this

once proud and unique aircraft

Excellent book!! High quality large hardcover with the best collection of equally large clear color

photographs I have ever seen honoring the SR-71 and cousin aircraft in full glory. Facts, stats, and



pictures of every Blackbird ever flown in chronological order from program start to untimely

finish.Great buy for any enthusiast!

The book is beautiful to hold and read. There were some sticky patches on the back of the cover

though.
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